Backpacks
Code: X01 – X17
Sleeping Bag
Code: SB01-SB14
Sleeping Pad
Code: CSP1-CSP10
Tents

(Each tent must be checked out with two poles, stakes and a rain fly)

Large: TE1, TE4

Medium: TE2, TE3
Bungee Cords
Codes: BGC1-BGC7
Flashlight
Code: FL1, FL2
Head Lamps
Code: HL1-HL3
Helmet
Code: HE01-HE11
Safety Rope
Code: SR1-SR7
Small Shovels
Code: SH1, SH2
Tarps

Large: TA1 24x18 ft.
Small: TA2 8x6 ft.
Frying Pans
Medium: FP1-FP4
Large: FP5, FP6
Flat Frying Pan
Code: FFP
Sauce Pans

Small: SP1, SP2
Medium: SP3-SP6
Large: SP7
Sauce Pan Lids
Small: SPL1
Medium: SPL2-SPL5
Clamps
Code: CL1-CL5
Serving Spoons
Code: SS1, SS2
Tongs
Code: TO
Straps

Short: ST1, ST2
Long: ST3, ST4
Dry Bags
Small: CDB1
Large: CDB2, CDB3
Backpack Covers
Code: BPC1-BPC7
Free Items

Limited Number Available
Emergency Candles
Bite & Sting Kit

The ONLY suction device proven to remove snake venom
Poncho
Whistles
Fire Sticks
Trash Bags